LOGIQ P9
Make it easy. Make it your own.

GE Healthcare
When we asked ultrasound users like you to describe the ideal general imaging system, they had three words for us. **Make it easy.**

**You asked for simplicity.**

The LOGIQ™ P9 is easy to use and enables fast exams through customizable user workflow and productivity tools. It’s the choice for a **Personalized, Patient-centric and Practical** ultrasound system.

**Make it easy**

Make it easy to operate the system. To acquire diagnostic images. To access features and applications. To take on a busy schedule. To receive support. And, make it easy to afford.

Introducing the LOGIQ P9 ultrasound system from GE Healthcare – a general imaging system designed for quick diagnostic exploration and full schedules.

Whether the need is immediate triage or a comprehensive exam, you can rely on the budget friendly LOGIQ P9 system to provide the consistent image quality, comprehensive application coverage, and ease of use that enable clinicians to make timely, confident decisions.

**32%**

Faster exam time

**44%**

Keystroke reduction

**80%**

Fewer hard keys

Innovative My Page provides simplified user controls:
- Personalize to user preference
- Large 10.4 inch touchpanel
**Personalized**...to help you customize your workflow

The key to the system’s simplicity is intuitive console controls and a personalized digital user interface called My Page. This innovative GE Healthcare feature enables you to customize workflow preferences and populate the large touch screen with use case presets you designate.

With My Page, there are no extra controls to slow you down. Simply log in, select the appropriate exam type, and you are ready to begin scanning.

**Patient-centric**...to help you provide excellent patient care

The LOGIQ P9 supports your diagnostic confidence across a broad range of patient exams.

**Enhance diagnostic confidence**
- Excellent image quality
- Intuitive image optimization requiring few keystrokes
- Superb B-Mode spatial and contrast resolution

**Address various clinical needs**
- Wide selection of probes for excellent exam coverage including abdominal, small parts, vascular, cardiac, musculoskeletal and OB/GYN imaging

**Apply advanced imaging tools**
- Utilize advanced tools available as purchased options when you need them:
  - B-Flow™ to directly visualize blood flow without the limitations of Doppler
  - 3D/4D enables you to acquire and construct volumetric images in real time
  - Elastography to evaluate tissue stiffness
  - Integrated Smart Stress Echo Package
  - Tissue Velocity Imaging (TVI), a cardiac tool that measures the myocardial velocities longitudinally, evaluating systolic and diastolic function
  - Tissue Velocity Doppler (TVD) measures segmental velocity of the myocardium longitudinally

**Practical**...a smart choice for usability and investment value

The LOGIQ P9 system easily adjusts to your working style, preferences and variable needs throughout your workday.

**Easy access to support**
- My Trainer, on-board training modules, help accelerate operational confidence
- LOGIQ Club website offers educational resources to help optimize system utilization

**Designed for user comfort and easy workflow**
- Windows® 7 operating system
- Large 21.5 inch monitor and accessible 10.4 inch touchscreen
- Fully articulating arm, with up/down/swivel
- Compact, lightweight, enhanced mobility including wireless LAN and Power Assistant battery operation

**Enhance exam speed and efficiency**
- Automated tools help provide fast exams including:
  - Measure Assistant for measurement intensive studies, with user guidance, the technology generates automatic measurements that can be easily edited or accepted.
  - Compare Assistant helps streamline comparison studies by allowing you to view a patient’s prior and current studies side-by-side on the ultrasound monitor during an exam
  - Scan Assistant helps reduce keystrokes and exam time with the simple touch of a button
  - Productivity Packages for thyroid and breast studies
Patient-centric Imaging

Image uniformity in liver scanning with C1-5-RS probe

Clear definition of breast cyst using ML6-15-RS probe

Apical 4-chamber view of the heart with 3S-c-RS probe

Rendered fetal face using RAB2-6-RS probe for enhanced clinical confidence

Thyroid elastography with 12L-RS probe

Common carotid artery with 9L-RS probe

B-Flow, Advanced 3D/4D, Elastography, Stress Echo, TVI/TVD, Auto IMT, AutoEF, Measure Assistant, Compare Assistant and Scan Assistant are all purchasable options.

To learn more, visit gehealthcare.com/ultrasound and call your GE sales representative at (866) 281-7545.

1 Internal GE engineering study using standardized protocols for an abdominal exam compared with prior version GE LOGIQ P6 ultrasound system.